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DANBURY -- Through explosions of joy and outbursts of concern, breathtaking swings in momentum

and panic-stricken seconds when breathing really did stop, Eddie Garcia waited. And waited. All the

while watching the score in Monday night's anticipated intrastate dual meet between Danbury,

Connecticut's top-ranked wrestling team, and Mt. Anthony Union,Vermont's top squad and state

champion for 23 years running, creep toward a neck-and-neck finish that would fall squarely on his

broad shoulders.

"It's just a feeling of dread and pure adrenaline," said Garcia. "You want to be in that position, but you

also don't want to. I'm glad it came down to me, though."

The Hatters, as well as the throngs of their fans who packed into Danbury High's main gym to take in

the showdown, are glad it came down to Garcia, too.

And after watching teammate and fellow senior Tyler Hancock nearly pass out from an incidental

choke in his 195-pound match against Spencer Foucher (Danbury's coaches elected to forfeit the match

after Hancock was attended to and rose to his feet), Garcia didn't wait long to send everybody

home happy.

With Danbury clinging to a 27-26 lead, the 220-pounder pinned Alex Cross in 3:33 to seal a 33-26 win

that assured these Hatters (20-0) of a shot at something no group before them has accomplished: a

perfect season that included an unblemished out-of-state mark.

"This is incredible for us," Garcia said. "We're glad to see that our hard work paid off."

Of watching Hancock stagger off and crumple into the arms of the Danbury coaching staff, Garcia said,

"That gave me more motivation. I wanted to win even more that he couldn't, that he didn't get the

chance. I wanted to win it for him, for the team, and for the school."

The visiting Patriots have not been defeated by an in-state opponent since 1989, a streak that spans

236 victories. They have gotten the best of this intensifying dual meet rivalry with Danbury. The

Hatters were well aware of the stakes.

"We talked about (the out-of-state record) all week," Hatters coach Ricky Shook said. "I said `you guys

can do something special that's never been done. Wrestling everybody in New England and winning a

dual meet circuit.'"

Special provided the Hatters are able to close out the run with a crown or two.

"I mentioned to them last week how we beat everybody in a dual meet but we lost in Class LL and in
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Opens. So duals don't matter now."

Pausing briefly, Shook added, "Well, today it does."

The Hatters trailed 20-12 after Anthony Cote succumbed to a 16-1 tech fall against the Patriots' Tyler

White. A 7-2 win over Brandon Marcoux-Schaefer at 152 pounds secured in the closing seconds of

round three by freshman Johnny Garcia provided a lift, however. Ryan Peterson followed with a 10-3

win over Austin Price at 160 pounds, Wesley Spears pinned Tyler Mattison at 3:27 in the 170-pound

match and Will Jack clipped his opponent, Cameron Foucher, 8-6 in overtime to put Danbury on top

27-20 heading into Hancock's match.

"My hat goes off to the Hatters," said Mt. Anthony Union coach Scott Legacy. "They wanted it more

than us."

Danbury 33, Mt. Anthony Union (Vt.) 26: 106: Kevin Jack (D) tech fall Rachel Hale 15-0; 113: Troy

Gassaway (MAU) dec. Chris Bryant 10-4; 120: Chris Schramm (MAU) dec. Zach Tepper 4-2; 126:

Dylan Bryant (D) maj. dec. Kyle Fletcher 12-2; 132: Zak Hale (MAU) pinned Steven Beckham in 1:48;

138: Shane Jennings (D) dec. Damon Young 10-3; 145: Tyler White (MAU) tech fall Anthony Cote

16-1; 152: Johnny Garcia (D) dec. Brandon Marcoux-Schaefer 7-2; 160: Ryan Peterson (D) dec. Austin

Price 10-3; 170: Wesley Spears (D) pinned Tyler Mattison in 3:27; 182: Will Jack (D) OT dec. Cameron

Foucher 8-6; 195: Mt. Anthony Union won by injury default; 220: Eddie Garcia (D) pinned Alex Cross

in 3:33; 285: Jesse Webb (MAU) dec. Jevon Pegues 5-0.

Records: Danbury 20-0.
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